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Abstract:
1) space is endless / unlimited / infinite.
A_____________________________B
(Naik line)
This line started from 'A' and finished at 'B' because white color of book begins from there in this
way, where space end, something should be start from their as white color of the page starts from the
end of the above line, and as physics rule white color of page acquire space of page in this way
whatever be starts from the end of space that thing should require space because matters occupy space.
It proves that, where space is end thereafter, there is space that’s why space is unlimited or endless.
2) time is endless / unlimited / infinite:
A_____________________________B
(Naik line)
As per the above example, this line started from 'A' and finished at 'B' because white color of book
begins from there, in this way where time end, another period of time should be start from there, as
white color of the page starts from the end of line and as white color of page acquire space of page in
this way after the end of one period of time second period of time should be start from there as after
one hour second hour is stars. It proves that, where time is end thereafter, there is another period of
time, that’s why time is endless / unlimited / infinite.
Keyword - Nature of Space and Time, Space is below value of energy, Space is not form of energy.

3) Value and Place of Numbers:
As generally says numbers are starts from 1 and end at 0 but using the above 1234567890 we can
write endless figure of number or value. It is totally endless process. Considering the below example,
We will come to know that the below all figures/digit has meaning/value. Moreover if all below
numbers of 1) 2) 3) put/collect them in a line thereafter there is meaning to each and every
number/digit, though our dictionary haven’t word name for the value of every digit. Means value of
numbers is endless. Same way process of measuring the end of space line is endless.

1) 1
1234567890
12345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
2) One
Ten
Thousand
Million
Billion
3) One light-year
Two light-years
1123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
Million Billion, One light-year, Two light-years.
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What is means by space:
“ Space means the unmovable thing which can be occupied by object ”. If the thing is stretched and
compressed means it is a thing which may be called by another name like fabric, molecule mat, particle
mat, partial structure etc.

The Nature of Space.
1) Not any Form of Energy:
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“The energy is count by energy through the energy”, as thermometer measure the energy of
atmosphere measuring the expansion of mercury because of consumption of energy. Weight scale
measure the energy of attraction between gravity and weight by the help of spring's consumption of
energy. The things (Space molecule) in space can be measured, observed through the energy, if the
things (Space molecule) can consume the energy means they are not part of space but energy. But
energy can't measure the minus energy because the energy starts to measure onward 0 from were the
energy come into the force / form but energy can't measure below 0 energy or 0 gravity with the help of
energy. And space has no value, weight, gravity that's why it do not react, interact or produce any
obstruction for energy. But the scale is only the form of energy which can measure the height and
length of space.

2) No Friction :
1) Space is not stretched or twisted and there is no friction between space with any object (energy,
matter) other wise, the out side or top layer of atmosphere of the earth would have been more worm
than the bottom layer.
3) No Power to Hold the Energy.
Space have not power to hold stars, sun, earth and make revolve in a particular orbit otherwise at
least very fast stars and planets would have lost their revolving power because of continue starching the
thick space or interaction (friction) with thick space as a car's wheel get stop/set in mud because of
heavy weight of car.
4) Empty Space : As generally many scientist considered that there are many slab (slices) of space and
time, means they accepted that there is empty space between two slices of universe / space (which I do
means) and if there is space means, it is also a part of space means the theories of 'space's slice' also
support to “endless space and time theory”.
5) Difference Between Empty Space and Fabric Space :
If in empty space a space craft get more speed because of fire (thrust) it means there should be
something in space to produce the thrust in empty space and that is because of fabrics Structure of
mosque / energy but that fabric Structure do not play main role to hold the Earth and Sun but passes
energy through it. And this fabrics structure of molecule is not space but the thing which acquired the
space means the space around the earth is not empty space. But the molecule which are made for
space. That means there is interaction between cold molecule with space craft’s fire.
6) Time is not Made of Matter or Energy.
According to this theory though astronauts in space (in zero gravity) there is same time which is on
earth because human body react the same way as on earth (i.e. shaving, brain takes time for thinking
process) or nothing any strange significance of time which is seen because of zero gravity.
A) The Destruction of Space:
Energy is not destroyed same way Space is not destroyed and also up to now no one could proved
that the space can be destroyed means we can’t reach at the conclusion of production of Space and
time. It Means space is not produced or destroyed.
B) The Power of Black Hole.
It is said that, Light is powerful and not easily get impact of any thing but because of gravity of
black hole, light do not come out from black hole then the same way space also should be attracted into
the black hole. but according to some scientist space react by different way.

C) Nothing Means Something
See the above box, there is a water. if we put out water from the box then there is air (atmosphere)
and if we drag out air from box what will remain? According to the modern scientist there is small
molecule of space and if those molecule are put out of the box then what remain ?, if space is made of
matter and if we drag out that matter from the inner side of the box what will be remain inside the
box ? Some will say there remain nothing no space remain. then why and how the distance remain
between A and B ? means as atmosphere is not space but acquire the space, same way that thing
(molecule of space) acquire the space but not itself is space.
D) The Space Means
As a memory card has a video clip of nuclear explosion. we can see this explosion again and again by
the help of memory card but that attack do not harm memory card because this video clip is a wave of
electric current as universe is a form of energy and memory card is not wave of electric current as space
is not form of energy and we can't touch this space because we are a form of energy but we can move
among it as electric current move among memory card.
E) New Compound.
If the space molecule allow energy to get into it then there should be new compound at every time because
of changing thickness of space.

F) Compressed Matter
It is said the black hole has power to compress earth into a tennis ball means the distance between
molecule or among the molecule will be finished and earth become a single compressed molecule
means there is space between two molecule or among the molecule (The space which I do means).
G) Spiral Galaxy.
If Space is a fabric then it should form the form of spiral galaxy as water get shape arranges the
balls in spiral form while getting off from the tank through the bottom hole. This form refer space as
well as stars is compressed into the center of the galaxy as the water as well as small ball of the tank get
shape while getting off, means the whole fabric straching by different galaxies at different place at
different direction and if we add the new information about the increasing distance and speed between
stars and galaxies. It refers the fabric of space is tearing into the pieces and that's why the galaxies
getting more speed because of getting independent from each other. But according to the many
scientist, space can't tear into the pics. Means there is some or great confusion in the theories which are
related with fabric space.
Acceptation of Old Theories and Scientists :
The point of space :
According to the many scientists and theory of big-bang etc. ‘universe, space, matter and time
was a just point means they accepted that there was space before the big bang because the point (the
point of universe, space, and time) also require space as like this full stop ( . ) require space of the white
paper as well as around this full stop there is also space. Means accepting the existence of the point
(the point of universe, space, and time) before big bang , the scientists accept existence of space before
big bang.
Sequence of Time Period :
According to many scientists, the big bang produced the Universe, space, time and matter and
after a period of time the whole universe, space, time and matter will become a point and again there is
another big bang. Means there is beginning after the end and this is endless process. It means the
process is going on one after another and time is equipment to measure and record the sequence of
incident as we measure and record the sequence the incident by the reference of clock’s hour, minute
and second’s sticks. Means the cycle of big bang supports ‘endless, space and time theory’.
2) The Connection Between Space and Time :
According to many great and respected scientist, there are many slab / slice of space and time and
we can get across from one to another. If we can get across one slab means we get disappear from one
universe or space means at one point those respected scientist accept that we can’t sent a copy of
ourselves to another space and time. Same way we can’t get or meet a copy of ourselves of another
space and the past or future time means space is not divided in slab or slice and space never play any
part to attach time of past and future but present.
Endless things : Reaching at particular point, near about all scientists have accepted that few things of
the universe is not destroyed. Means there is some thing means by another way they accept that the
space and time are also endless because space which is occupied by things(energy) and time is a thing
which is the equipment to measure and record the sequence of incident.

Conclusion: The space and time are the fundamental things for the existence of energy and can't be
valued as energy is valued because space and time is not the form of energy.
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